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H I G H L I G H T S
� We propose a stochastic differential equation (SDE) model as a framework for signal propagation in the brain, based on leaky integrate-and-fire

equations for individual neurons.

� Using the proposed SDE model, we give a general characterization of rapid random fluctuations (RRF) in membrane potentials of individual neurons.
� By a stochastic differential equation model, we provide analytic evidence for the existence of a force behind signal propagation in the brain.
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There are two functionally important factors in signal propagation in a brain structural network: the very
first synaptic delay–a time delay about 1 ms–from the moment when signals originate to the moment
when observation on the signal propagation can begin; and rapid random fluctuations in membrane
potentials of every individual neuron in the network at a timescale of microseconds. We provide a
stochastic analysis of signal propagation in a general setting. The analysis shows that the two factors
together result in a stochastic mechanism for the signal propagation as described below. A brain
structural network is not a rigid circuit rather a very flexible framework that guides signals to propagate
but does not guarantee success of the signal propagation. In such a framework, with the very first
synaptic delay, rapid random fluctuations in every individual neuron in the network cause an “alter-and-
concentrate effect” that almost surely forces signals to successfully propagate. By the stochastic
mechanismwe provide analytic evidence for the existence of a force behind signal propagation in a brain
structural network caused by rapid random fluctuations in every individual neuron in the network at a
timescale of microseconds with a time delay of 1 ms.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Many advances have been made in the study of the brain con-
nectivity. Nonetheless, a major open question in neuroscience is to
understand how a vast repertoire of brain functional networks can
arise from a fixed brain structural network. The reader is referred to
Park and Friston (2013) for a recent review where the authors call
for theoretical models of neuronal information processing that
underlies cognition. Search for such a model is extremely challen-
ging. Cognitive functions require signal propagation in a brain
structural network. Here, signals are understood as propagating in a
ong).
brain structural network where the nodes are neurons, each of
which has connections from and to presynaptic and postsynaptic
neurons, respectively. The difficulty in the study of signal propa-
gation in a brain structural network has been to explain how the
signal propagation can be stable (see Vogels et al., 2005, pp. 368–
371). Signal propagation in a brain structural network can in prin-
ciple be observed by monitoring membrane potentials of every
individual neuron in the network. Signals propagate via spike trains
which are physiologically limited to a timescale of 10�3 s. The
dynamics of the membrane potential of an individual neuron is
characterized by a leaky integrate-and-fire equation. Thus, signal
propagation in a brain structural network has been studied, using
leaky integrate-and-fire equations at a timescale of 10�3 s; and the
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focus of inquiry has been on network structures that ensure stable
signal propagation.

We take a different approach to study signal propagation in a
brain structural network, not focusing on network structures. It
was inspired by the idea that neuronal information processing is
stochastic. The reader is referred to McDonnell and Abbott (2009)
and Friston (2010) for detailed discussions of the idea. We begin
with a stochastic differential equation (SDE) model, i.e., we model
signal propagation in a brain structural network by stochastic
process. Since every single trial of signal propagation in a brain
structural network counts, we use a strong solution of SDE to
describe what may be observed in a single trial. As it turns out,
signal propagation in a brain structural network in repeated trials
may be explained using weak solutions of SDE. The reader is
referred to Karatzas and Shreve (1991) for a detailed discussion of
strong and weak solutions of SDE and how these solutions are
models that follow the principle of causality for dynamic systems.
Our SDE model is based on studies in neuroscience. The irregular
openings and closings of ionic channels underlie all neural activ-
ities (see, e.g., Glass, 2001). The rate constants of these openings
and closings can be up to 10�6 s; see Schröder et al. (2005) and
Schröder and Harlfinger (2007). In a brain structural network,
rapid random fluctuations (RRF) in membrane potentials of every
individual neuron are therefore present at a timescale of 10�6 s.
Our SDE model of signal propagation in a brain structural network
is built by simply adding RRF in every individual neuron in a brain
structural network to the leaky integrate-and-fire equations for
the individual neurons in the network.

Using the SDE model, we formulate a general characterization
of RRF in every individual neuron in a brain structural network.
Also, regarding signal propagation in a brain structural network as
activity over the entire network, we formulate a general char-
acterization of the stability of signal propagation in a brain
structural network as follows: In a single trial, observed values of
membrane potentials of every individual neuron in the network
are close to their expected values (expectations). By the two
characterizations, we analyze signal propagation in a brain struc-
tural network without specifications of network structures,
although, as shown in our analysis, the structures are indeed cri-
tical. In what follows, we use the term “the underlying synaptic
connection” for the network structure in a brain structural net-
work through which signals propagate. A key step in our analysis
is to take the very first synaptic delay into account. Here the term
“the very first synaptic delay” means a time delay about 1 ms from
the moment when signals originate to the moment when the
propagation of the signals starts emerging from membrane
potentials of neurons. An actual synaptic delay typically is in the
range ½0:5;0:75�ms with the rest being spread in declining fashion
to 4 ms (Katz and Miledi, 1965). However, we may count the very
first synaptic delay as follows. No matter how long an actual
synaptic delay is, always wait for 1 ms and then let observation of
signal propagation in a brain structural network begin. (Such a
time delay in the observation is acceptable in experiments in
neuroscience.)

We analyze signal propagation in a brain structural network as
integration of activities at two spatiotemporal scales. Globally, at a
large spatiotemporal scale, signals propagate in the network at a
timescale of 10�3 s. Locally, at a small spatiotemporal scale, RRF in
each individual neuron in the network are present at a timescale
of 10�6 s. The gap between the two timescales can be character-
ized as 10�3–10�6 s ¼ ð103Þ. Crucially, the gap creates a lag as the
very first synaptic delay takes 10�3 s¼(103)� 10�6 s. Our analysis
shows that by the lag, i.e., with the very first synaptic delay, RRF in
every individual neuron can cause an “alter-and-concentrate
effect” that almost surely forces signals to successfully propagate
under a very flexible support provided by the underlying synaptic
connection. The flexibility can be described as follows. With
probability that virtually can take any value in ð0;1�, the under-
lying synaptic connection ensures observed values of membrane
potentials of each individual neuron to be close their expectations.
A key method in our analysis is applying a fundamental result by
Talagrand (1995) in concentration of measure (Ledoux, 2001) to
show how signal propagation in a brain structural network is
stochastic and yet stable in general.

Clinical study (Kuiken et al., 2007) and experimental research
(Suminski et al., 2010) have demonstrated that neural motor
control can be enhanced by time-delayed sensory feedback. Milton
(2011), for the first time, proposed a theoretical framework of how
interplay between the internal noise and time delay–modeled by
delayed random walk–can enhance neural motor control; and the
author raised a question: “has the nervous system learned through
evolution to take advantage of time delays in some, as yet to be
discovered, manner?” The results of this paper show that with the
very first synaptic delay, RRF in every individual neuron in a brain
structural network cause a force behind signal propagation in the
network. Random fluctuations may cause forces, which was first
discovered in quantum physics (Casimir, 1948). Recently, it was
discovered that random fluctuations of a classical rather than a
quantum nature may also cause forces (see Balibar, 2008). The
brain's dark energy (Raichle, 2006)–a considerable portion of the
energy consumed by the brain which was found for functions
unaccounted for–may be the physical evidence for the force
shown in this paper.
2. Methods

2.1. An SDE model for signal propagation in a brain structural
network

We consider a brain structural network containing n (about
1012) neurons. Each neuron is labeled by ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n. Let Xt ¼ ðxð1Þt …
xðiÞt …xðnÞt Þ represent membrane potentials of the n neurons over time t.
Each xðiÞt , a mathematical function of time t, represents membrane
potentials of neuron (i) over time t. A group of signals to propagate in
the brain structural network is given. The signal propagation is
observed by monitoring ðxð1Þt …xðiÞt …xðnÞt Þ at a timescale with τ being
the unit. The signals originate at the same time t¼0 and have the
same length Lτ � Nτ denotes the very first synaptic delay. The duration
of observing the signal propagation is tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�. Nine para-
meters, including n; τ; L;N and ℓ, used in this paper are explain in
Section 3.2 when the parameters are used to present the results.

Signal propagation in a brain structural network can in prin-
ciple be observed by monitoring membrane potentials of each
individual neuron in the network over time, which can be math-
ematically expressed as follows. An ordinary differential
equation (ODE)

dXt ¼ f ðt;XtÞdt; tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�; ð1Þ
is a master equation for signal propagation in a brain structural
network. An ODE (1) can be written as

dxð1Þt

dxð2Þt

⋮
dxðnÞt

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA¼

f 1
f 2
⋮
f n

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA dt; ð2Þ

where

dxðiÞt ¼ f iðt; xð1Þt ;…; xðnÞt Þdt ð3Þ
is the general form of a leaky integrate-and-fire equation for
neuron (i) for each 1r irn, and f ¼ ðf 1…f i…f nÞT is a deterministic
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mathematical function that characterizes the underlying synaptic
connection of a brain structural network. By the existence and
uniqueness theorem for ODE, f is uniquely determined by
f i; i¼ 1;…;n, in Eq. (3). The above ODE model has been applied in
studies of signal propagation in a brain structural network; see
Vogels and Abbott (2005, 2009). We notice that in these studies, a
brain structural network is generated in a random way, and leaky
integrate-and-fire equations are used to express that activity in a
brain structural network in vivo is generated through a dynamic
balance of excitations and inhibitions received by every individual
neuron in the network as reported in Shu et al. (2003) and Haider
et al. (2006). These studies showed that signal propagation in a
brain structural network can be studied without knowing details
of the network structure.

We propose an SDE model for signal propagation in a brain
structural network by adding a term σðt;XtÞdBt to ODE (1):

dXt ¼ f ðt;XtÞdtþσðt;XtÞdBt ; tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�; ð4Þ
where σðt;XtÞdBt is to represent RRF in every individual neuron in
a brain structural network. Eq. (4) is called Itô equation. In general,
both the drift coefficient f and the diffusion coefficient σ in Itô
equation are stochastic processes. In this paper the drift coefficient
f is a deterministic mathematical function as f is inherited from
ODE (1). Continuous Markov processes in applications–for exam-
ple, Markov processes with their transition probability density
functions characterized by the Fokker–Planck equation also
termed as the Kolmogorov forward equation used in physics and
chemistry (Van Kampen, 2007)–can be constructed by using Itô
equation; see Stroock (2003). (In other words, such a Markov
process is the solution of an Itô equation.) An SDE (4) can be
written as

dxð1Þt

dxð2Þt

⋮
dxðnÞt

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA¼

f 1
f 2
⋮
f n

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCAdtþ

σ1;1 σ1;2 ⋯ σ1;α

σ2;1 σ2;2 ⋯ σ2;α

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
σn;1 σn;2 ⋯ σn;α

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

dBð1Þ
t

dBð2Þ
t

⋮
dBðαÞ

t

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA; ð5Þ

where for i¼ 1;…;n,

dxðiÞt ¼ f iðt; xð1Þt ;…; xðnÞt Þdtþ
Xα
r ¼ 1

σi;rðt; xð1Þt ;…; xðnÞt ÞdBðrÞ
t

is obtained by adding
Pα

r ¼ 1 σi;rðt; xð1Þt ;…; xðnÞt ÞdBðrÞ
t to the leaky

integrate-and-fire equation for neuron (i) in Eq. (3). Here, an α-

dimensional Brownian motion Bt ¼ Bð1Þ
t …BðrÞ

t …BðαÞ
t

� �T
:

�
tA ½0; ðℓN

þLÞτ�
�

models the source that causes RRF in every individual

neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n. The dimension α of the Brownian motion is
huge so that as many random factors as necessary, each of which is
modeled by a 1-dimensional Brownian motion BðrÞ

t , are taken into
account. In this way the source represents random disturbance in
synaptic inputs to each individual neuron (i) and in converting the
synaptic inputs to membrane potential of each neuron (i). We
denote the underlying probability space of an SDE (5) by ðΩ;F ;PÞ
where F is the Brownian filtration generated by the Brownian
motion in the SDE (5).

We use strong solution of SDE (5) to model single trial of signal
propagation in a brain structural network. As it turns out, signal
propagation in a brain structural network in repeated trials can
accordingly be explained by using weak solutions of SDE (5) (see
Appendix A). Thus, we use SDE (5) as a general model for signal
propagation in a brain structural network. Let

Xt ¼ ðxð1Þt …xðiÞt …xðnÞt Þ : tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�
n o

ð6Þ

denote strong solution of SDE (5). Stochastic process (6) gives a
general description of a single trial of signal propagation in a brain
structural network. Observations on signal propagation in a brain
structural network are at a timescale of 10�6 s with τ being the
unit. Accordingly, the discrete version of stochastic process (6),

Xkτ ¼ ðxð1Þkτ…xðiÞkτ…xðnÞkτ Þ : k¼ 0;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

; ð7Þ

gives a general description of what may be observed in a single
trial of signal propagation in a brain structural network at the
timescale with τ being the unit; and for each i¼ 1;…;n, the dis-
crete stochastic process

xðiÞkτ : k¼ 0;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

; ð8Þ

i.e., the ith projection of stochastic process (7), gives a general
description of the dynamics of membrane potential of neuron (i).
Accordingly, a sample path in stochastic process (7),

XkτðωÞ ¼ ðxð1Þkτ ðωÞ…xðiÞkτðωÞ…xðnÞkτ ðωÞÞ : k¼ 0;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

; ð9Þ

ωAΩ, specifies what may be observed in a single trial of the signal
propagation; and a sample path in stochastic process (8),

xðiÞkτðωÞ : k¼ 0;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

; ð10Þ

specifies what may be observed on membrane potentials of neu-
ron (i) in a single trial.

By using stochastic processes (7) and (8) as well as sample
paths (9) and (10), we analyze signal propagation in a brain
structural network. The essence of our approach is to analyze what
may be observed on membrane potentials of every individual
neuron in a brain structural network during signal propagation.
Thus we can count the very first delay simply as a time delay in
observation, i.e., count the delay in the above stochastic processes.
Therefore, we do not need to introduce a delay factor in equations
used in this paper.

In what follows, whenever there is no confusion about a brain
structural network and signals to propagating in the network
being given, we use a short term “the signal propagation” for
signal propagation in a brain structural network; and we use a
short term “a single trial” for a single trial of the signal propaga-
tion. In Section 2.2, using the proposed SDE model, we formulate a
general characterization of RRF in individual neurons.

2.2. A general characterization of RRF in individual neurons

Suppose that in a single trial it is observed that signals suc-
cessfully propagate in a brain structural network, i.e., a stochastic
process (6) exhibits a pattern of success of the signal propagation.
Although the same pattern may never duplicate in repeated trials,
such a pattern validates information transfer by the signal pro-
pagation at a timescale of 10�3 s. Thus, a pattern of success of the
signal propagation has a deterministic aspect at a timescale of
10�3 s, which is confirmed by the fact that such a pattern can be
characterized by leaky integrate-and-fire equations as expressed
by Eq. (2) at a timescale of 10�3 s. As far as the information
transfer is the concern, RRF in individual neurons at a timescale of
10�6 s can be treated as negligible. This indicates that RRF in
individual neurons in a certain way go along with the information
transfer. In a single trial, for each 1r irn, the sequence

ðE½xðiÞkτ��E½xðiÞðk�1Þτ�Þ : k¼ 1;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

ð11Þ

is determined. It is the sequence of expected increments in
membrane potential of neuron (i) which describes the following.
In each of the time intervals, ½ðk�1Þτ; kτ�; k¼ 1;…; ðℓNþLÞ, mem-
brane potential of neuron (i) is expected either to be beyond the
threshold to fire or to stay below the threshold not to fire. RRF in
neuron (i) cause ðxðiÞkτ�xðiÞðk�1ÞτÞ : k¼ 1;…; ðℓNþLÞ

n o
, a sequence of
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random variables corresponding to sequence (11). From a view of
probability, sequence (11) gives a special case of stochastic inde-
pendence where each ðE½xðiÞkτ��E½xðiÞðk�1Þτ �Þ is viewed as a random
variable taking a fixed value with probability 1. Therefore we may
formulate “RRF in neuron (i) in a certain way go along with the
information transfer” by claiming that

ðxðiÞkτ�xðiÞðk�1ÞτÞ; k¼ 1;…; ðℓNþLÞ are stochastically independent:

ð12Þ
Below we argue that independence (12) is a mathematical for-
mulation of the resilience of neuronal membrane under random
disturbance at a timescale of 10�6 s.

The resilience can be interpreted as membrane of each indivi-
dual neuron ðiÞ;1r irn, having no memory of the random dis-
turbance during the signal propagation. By Eq. (5) we have

xðiÞt ¼ xðiÞ0 þ
Z t

0
f iðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs Þ dsþ

Xα
r ¼ 1

Z t

0
σi;rðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs ÞdBðrÞ

s ;

tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�: ð13Þ
Eq. (13) describes the dynamics of membrane potential of neuron
(i) from time t ¼ 0 to time t ¼ ðℓNþLÞτ. Given a time
t ¼ kτ;1rkr ðℓNþLÞτ, taking the random variable xðiÞkτ obtained by
Eq. (13) as the initial condition, let us consider

xðiÞt ¼ xðiÞkτþ
Z t

kτ
f iðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs Þ dsþ

Xα
r ¼ 1

Z t

kτ
σi;rðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs ÞdBðrÞ

s ;

tA ½kτ; ðℓNþLÞτ�: ð14Þ
By the uniqueness of strong solution of SDE, with probability 1, Eq.
(14) describes the same dynamics of membrane potential of neu-
ron (i) from time t ¼ kτ to time t ¼ ðℓNþLÞτ as Eq. (13) does. Using
Eqs. (13) and (14), we show that independence (12) is a formula-
tion of “membrane of each individual neuron ðiÞ;1r irn, having
no memory of the random disturbance during the signal propa-
gation”. In Eqs. (13) and (14), two stochastic processes,

σi½0; ðℓNþLÞτ� ¼ σi;1ðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs Þ…σi;αðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs Þ� �
:

�
sA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�	

and

σi½kτ; ðℓNþLÞτ� ¼ σi;1ðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs Þ…σi;αðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs Þ� �
:

�
sA ½kτ; ðℓNþLÞτ�	

describe how membrane of neuron (i) interacts with the Brownian
motion

Bt ¼ ðBð1Þ
t …BðrÞ

t …BðαÞ
t ÞT : tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�

n o
;

which models the source that causes RRF in neuron (i). Recall that the
source represents the random disturbance. Thus, “having no memory
of the random disturbance” can be formulated as the stochastic pro-
cess σi½kτ; ðℓNþLÞτ� being stochastically independent of F uAF for
0ruokτ where F is the Brownian filtration F ¼ f
F t : tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�g generated by the Brownian motion

Bt ¼ Bð1Þ
t …BðrÞ

t …BðαÞ
t

� �T
: tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�

� �
. Moreover, f i in Eq. (2)

as well as in Eq. (5) is the deterministic mathematical function in the
leaky integrate-and-fire equation for neuron (i). Hence, Eq. (14) can be
defined by only using the filtration F ðkτÞ ¼ fF t : tA ½kτ; ðℓNþLÞτ�g.
This implies for tA ½kτ; ðℓNþLÞτ�; ðxðiÞt �xðiÞkτÞ is stochastically indepen-
dent of F uAF ¼ fF t : tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�g for 0ruokτ, which conse-
quently yields independence (12).

During the signal propagation, in each of the time intervals
½ðk�1Þτ; kτ�; k¼ 1;…; ðℓNþLÞ, RRF in neuron (i) cause deviation in
the expected increment, ðxðiÞkτ�xðiÞðk�1ÞτÞ�ðE½xðiÞkτ��E½xðiÞðk�1Þτ �Þ

� �
. Using
a parameter b, we formulate bounded effect of RRF in neuron (i) by

ðxðiÞkτ�xðiÞðk�1ÞτÞ�ðE½xðiÞkτ ��E½xðiÞðk�1Þτ�Þ



 


rbτ with probability 1: ð15Þ

How to assign a value to the parameter b is discussed in Section
3.2. Independence (12) and inequality (15) together formulate a
general characterization of RRF in individual neurons. This char-
acterization follows from the notion of “weak noise” appeared in
our previous work (Hong and Man, 2010).
2.3. The stability of signal propagation in a brain structural network

As signal propagation in a brain structural network is a key
basic operation in neuronal information processing, the stability of
the signal propagation should be understood as follows. What
observed in a single trial does not occur by chance rather than
with probability close to 1. In a single trial, observation on the
signal propagation is by recording the sequences

xðiÞkτðωÞ : k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

; i¼ 1;…;n, each of which is the seg-

ment of sample path (10) observed in the very first synaptic delay

Nτ. Given a single trial, the sequences ϕi ¼ E½xðiÞkτ� : k¼N;…;
n

ðℓNþLÞg; i¼ 1;…;n, are the only deterministic quantities in regard
to the signal propagation. This implies that in any case–whether
the signal propagation succeeds or fails–, with probability close to
1, it holds that

xðiÞkτðωÞ�E½xðiÞkτ�



 


rδ; i¼ 1;…;n and k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ: ð16Þ

Here δ is a parameter that specifies a bound of deviations in
neuronal membrane potentials which are tolerable in signal pro-

pagation in a brain structural network. Since E½xðiÞkτ� ¼ xðiÞ0 þER kτ
0 f iðs; xð1Þs ;…; xðnÞs Þds

h i
by Eq. (13), expression (16) states what

observed in a single trial should with probability close to 1 follow
the initial state represented by xðiÞ0 and the support provided by the
underlying synaptic connection characterized by f i; i¼ 1;…;n.

Using the sequences ϕi; i¼ 1;…;n, introduced earlier, we define
an event in probability space ðΩ;F ;PÞ,

EðϕÞ ¼ ⋂
n

i ¼ 1
⋂

ℓNþL

k ¼ N
ωAΩ : jxðiÞkτðωÞ�E½xðiÞkτ�jrδ
n o

;

ωAEðϕÞ, specifies what observed in a signal trial as follows. In the
very first synaptic delay–a time delay N τ–, membrane potentials
xðiÞkτðωÞ of every neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, are within E½xðiÞkτ�7δ, at times
t ¼ kτ; k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ where τ is about 10�6 s. In this way, event
EðϕÞ characterizes the stability of signal propagation in a brain
structural network.

The stability of signal propagation in a brain structural network
discussed above can be applied to repeated trials. For the same
brain structural network and the same signals, patterns of success
of the signal propagation never duplicate in repeated trials, and
yet, all these patterns as different responses to the same signals
can be reliable; see Fellous et al. (2004) and references therein. In
repeated trials, the brain structural network and the signals may
remain but the source that causes RRF in every individual neuron
certainly is a variable, which can be modeled by weak solutions of
SDE. Using these weak solutions, we may explain how, by the
stability, different responses to the same signals in the same brain
structural network can all be reliable; see Appendix A.
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3. Results

3.1. The alter-and-concentrate effect of RRF in individual neurons

How can the stability of signal propagation in a brain structural
network be established? Event EðϕÞ–that characterizes the stabi-
lity–occurs if and only if all sub-events ωAΩ : j xðiÞkτðωÞ�

n
E½xðiÞkτ�jrδg; i¼ 1;…;n, and k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ, occur. The number of
these sub-events is n� ðℓNþLÞ, which is about 1017 as shown in
Section 3.2. It seems difficult to establish the stability, i.e.,
P EðϕÞ� 	� 1. However, the characterization by event EðϕÞ reveals
two factors which may be useful. One factor is a time delay, that is,
jxðiÞkτðωÞ�E½xðiÞkτ �jrδ is required after the very first synaptic delay N

τ. Another factor is ðxðiÞkτðωÞ�xðiÞðk�1ÞτðωÞÞ�ðE½xðiÞkτ��E½xðiÞðk�1Þτ�Þ



 




caused by RRF in neuron (i). Using Fig. 1 below, we illustrate how
the two factors together may be utilized to establish the stability
of signal propagation in a brain structural network. Suppose that
signals originate at time t ¼ 0. The observation of the signal pro-
pagation starts at time t ¼ 1 ms (which is counted as the very first
synaptic delay N τ). The expectations of membrane potential of
neuron (i) over time tA ½1;51� ms–the ideal dynamics of mem-
brane potential of neuron (i) for the stability of the signal propa-
gation–are depicted in Fig. 1(a). The bold curve in Fig. 1(b) is
obtained by adding 71:000 mV to the curve in Fig. 1(a), which is
based on the following. In regard to signal propagation in a brain
structural network, two patterns of membrane potential of a
neuron, which agree with each other within 71:000 mV in every
1 μs, can be treated as the same. Thus, the bold curve in Fig. 1
(b) represents a collection of patterns of membrane potential of
neuron (i), each of which is a trace that can be embedded into the
bold cure, under the stability of the signal propagation. RRF in
neuron (i) over time tA ½0;51;000�μs, which cause the bold curve
in Fig. 1(b), are depicted in Fig. 1(c).

From time t ¼ 0 μs to time t ¼ 1000 μs (which is counted as a
time delay from the moment when signals originate to the
moment when observation of the signal propagation starts), RRF
in individual neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, consume energy. We will show
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Fig. 1. (a) The expectations of membrane potential of neuron (i) over time
tA ½1;51�ms. (b) Under the stability of the signal propagation, what observed on
membrane potential of neuron (i) over time tA ½1;51�ms in a single trial may be a
trace that can be embedded into the bold curve. (c) RRF in neuron (i) over time
tA ½0;51;000� μs. Notice that the duration here is ½0;51� ms which is 1 ms longer
than the duration in (a) and (b) to count the very first synaptic delay.
that, by the energy consumption, RRF in every individual neuron
cause an alter-and-concentrate effect to establish the stability of
the signal propagation. Indeed, the following phenomenon may
occur. The underlying synaptic connection, with non-zero prob-
ability p1, ensures that some traces which are around the curve in
Fig. 1(a) within 70:500 mV in every 1 μs may be observed in a
single trial. This provides a basis to observe a trace which is around
the curve in Fig. 1(a) within 71:000 mV in every 1 μs with
probability p2. By definition we have p2Zp1. In the case of p24p1,
the difference ðp2�p1Þ gives a quantitative description of what a
purpose the energy consumption by RRF in neuron (i) may be for.
Our analysis will show that p2 can be close to 1 even when p1 is
close to 0. This reveals that the energy consumed by RRF in every
individual neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, in a brain structural network–in
particular during the very first synaptic delay (a time delay of
1 ms)–has a profound impact on the stability of signal propagation
in the network. To describe such an impact, in the rest of this
section, we formulate the alter-and-concentrate effect by RRF in
neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n. And, using the formulation, we analyze the
alter-and-concentrate effect in Section 3.2.

Our formulation of the alter-and-concentrate effect involves all
nine parameters used in this paper. To express the relation among
these parameters, we use a symbol for each parameter in the
formulation. Values assigned to these parameters are discussed in
Section 3.2. For each 1r irn and each Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ, we
introduce an event

Enet
i;k ðϕÞ ¼ ~ωAΩ : jxðiÞkτð ~ωÞ�E½xðiÞkτ�jr

δ
2

� �

with a condition

P Enet
i;k ðϕÞ

n o
Z exp �N2λ

4

 !
; λA ½0;0:48�: ð17Þ

It will become clear in Section 3.2 why the parameter λ is in the
range of ½0;0:48�. Here we use events Enet

i;k ðϕÞ; i¼ 1;…;n and
k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ, to represent traces that can be embedded into
the bold curve in Fig. 1(b) as follows. The joint event ⋂n

i ¼ 1⋂
ℓNþL
k ¼ N

Enet
i;k ðϕÞ states that from time t ¼Nτ to ðℓNþLÞτ, for every

i¼ 1;…;n, membrane potential of neuron (i) is within 7δ
2 of its

expectation in every τ s. (As shown in Section 3.2, δ2¼ 0:500 mV
and τ¼ 10�6 s.) Notice that, according to condition (17), for each
1r irn and each Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ, probability of event Enet

i;k ðϕÞ, i.e.
PfEnet

i;k ðϕÞg, may take any value in ½exp �N0:96

4

� �
;1�, and values taken

by PfEnet
i;k ðϕÞg may vary for different i and k;1r irn and

Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ. This implies that probability of the joint event
⋂n

i ¼ 1⋂
ℓNþ L
k ¼ N Enet

i;k ðϕÞ may be exp �N0:96

4

� �
or even smaller (as shown

in Section 3.2, the probability can virtually take any value in ð0;1�).
Thus, the events Enet

i;k ðϕÞ; i¼ 1;…;n and k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ, with
condition (17) together give a description of a minimal require-
ment on the support provided by the underlying synaptic con-
nection for the stability of the signal propagation.

The above minimal requirement raises a question: How can the
signal propagation proceed if at some time t ¼ kτ;Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ
;PfEnet

i;k ðϕÞg is much less than 1 for some neuron ðiÞ;1r irn? To
answer the question, for each 1r irn and each Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ,
we introduce a companion of event PfEnet

i;k ðϕÞg,

Enoise
i;k ðϕÞ ¼ ωAΩ : ( ~ωAEnet

i;k ðϕÞ jxðiÞkτð ~ωÞ�xðiÞkτðωÞjrδ
2

� �� �
:

As the initial network state X0 is deterministic in a single trial, we
have for each 1r irn;NrkrðℓNþLÞ and for almost every
ωAΩ; xðiÞkτðωÞ ¼ Pk

q ¼ 1 xðiÞqτðωÞ�xðiÞðq�1ÞτðωÞ
� �

þxðiÞ0 , which can be
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rewritten as for each 1r irn and each Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ,

ðxðiÞkτðωÞ�E½xðiÞkτ�Þ ¼
Xk
q ¼ 1

ðxðiÞqτðωÞ�xðiÞðq�1ÞτðωÞÞ�
�

ðE½xðiÞqτ ��E½xðiÞðq�1Þτ�Þ
�

for almost every ωAΩ: ð18Þ
To have a shorthand notation, we let

mðiÞ
q ðωÞ ¼ ðxðiÞqτðωÞ�xðiÞðq�1ÞτðωÞÞ�ðE½xðiÞqτ��E½xðiÞðq�1Þτ �Þ

� �
and then express equality (18) by

ðxðiÞkτðωÞ�E½xðiÞkτ�Þ ¼
Xk
q ¼ 1

mðiÞ
q ðωÞ: ð19Þ

At time t ¼ kτ;Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ, the expectation E½xðiÞkτ � is deter-
mined. By equality (19), an observed value xðiÞkτðωÞ is determined by
a sequence

mðiÞ
q ðωÞ : q¼ 1;…; k

n o
: ð20Þ

Here, N τ represents the very first synaptic delay which is about
10�3 s, and τ represents the unit of a timescale of 10�6 s. Thus, N
is about 103, which means that the length of a sequence (20) is a
large number kðZNÞ.

The fact that k is a large number provides a physical basis for
the alter-and-concentrate effect. The underlying synaptic connec-
tion ensures

mðiÞ
q ð ~ωÞ : q¼ 1;…; k

n o
; ~ωAEnet

i;k ðϕÞ; ð21Þ

to take place such that a possibly observed value xðiÞkτð ~ωÞ of mem-
brane potential of neuron (i) would ideally be within E½xðiÞkτ�7δ

2 at
time t ¼ kτ. Although probability PfEnet

i;k ðϕÞg of such a case may
take any value between expð�N0:96

4 Þ and 1 as indicated by condition
(17), RRF in neuron (i) can affect any sequence (21) for a large
number kðZNÞ times by altering mðiÞ

q ð ~ωÞ in each time interval
½ðq�1Þτ; qτ�; q¼ 1;…; k. Then, it is possible that an altered version
of some sequence (21) is almost surely observed, i.e., a sequence
(20) that actually takes place in a single trial very likely is an
altered version of some sequence (21). The intuition is consistent
with the fact that signals in the brain are always observed as
“noisy” and that the brain is developed to better process “noisy
signals” (McIntosh et al., 2008). At the same time, because kðZNÞ
is large, effects of RRF in neuron (i) over the k time intervals
½ðq�1Þτ; qτ�; q¼ 1;…; k, may cancel each other, which results in the
concentration of an actually observed value xðiÞkτðωÞ on its expec-
tation so that jxðiÞkτðωÞ�E½xðiÞkτ�jrδ with high probability. We for-
mulate such an observed value xðiÞkτðωÞ;ωAΩ, by

( ~ωAEnet
i;k ðϕÞ jxðiÞkτð ~ωÞ�xðiÞkτðωÞjrδ

2

� �
. By definition it holds that

EðϕÞ+ ⋂
n

i ¼ 1
⋂

ℓNþ L

k ¼ N
Enoise
i;k ðϕÞ+ ⋂

n

i ¼ 1
⋂

ℓNþ L

k ¼ N
Enet
i;k ðϕÞ: ð22Þ

Using relation (22) we formulate the alter-and-concentrate
effect of RRF in neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n. The event
⋂n

i ¼ 1⋂
ℓNþL
k ¼ N Enet

i;k ðϕÞ, the rightmost term of relation (22), gives a
description of how the underlying synaptic connection of a brain
structural network supports signal propagation in the network:
For each individual neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, the underlying synaptic
connection ensures event Enet

i;k ðϕÞ to physically take place at each
time kτ; k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ, with probability PfEnet

i;k ðϕÞgZ
exp �N2λ

4

� �
; λA ½0;0:48�. The event ⋂n

i ¼ 1⋂
ℓNþL
k ¼ N Enoise

i;k ðϕÞ, the middle
term of relation (22), gives a description of how RRF in neuron
ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, may help to stochastically establish the stability of
the signal propagation: For each individual neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n,
at each time kτ; k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ, as long as the underlying
synaptic connection ensues event Enet

i;k ðϕÞ with probability
PfEnet
i;k ðϕÞgZ exp �N2λ

4

� �
; λA ½0;0:48�, an observed value of mem-

brane potential of neuron (i) in a single trial may be xðiÞkτðωÞ with
ωAEnoise

i;k ðϕÞ by the alter-and-concentrate effect of RRF in neuron
(i). Notice that the alter-and-concentrate, as a procedure, takes
place locally at a small spatiotemporal scale–in each individual
neuron at a timescale with τ (i.e. 10�6 s) being the unit. The local
activity, as our analysis shown in Section 3.2, is vital in establishing
the stability of the signal propagation which is a global activity at
large spatiotemporal scale–at timescale of 10�3 s, signals of length
10�1 s propagate in a brain structural network that may contain
up to 1012 neurons.

3.2. A stochastic mechanism of signal propagation in a brain struc-
tural network

A characterization of the alter-and-concentrate effect of RRF in
individual neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, is as follows. Suppose that con-
dition (17) is met and δ¼ 4bNθτ;θA ð0;1Þ. Then it holds that

P EðϕÞ� 	
Z1�nððℓ�1ÞNþLþ1Þ exp �N�N2λ

4

 !
þ4 exp �2Nθ

� �" #
:

ð23Þ
Below, by five steps we provide an analytic proof of inequality
(23), and in the meantime, explain how the inequality implies a
stochastic mechanism of signal propagation in a brain structural
network.

The first step is to explain that in regard to the signal propa-
gation, the right side of inequality (23) is close to 1. Let

Q ¼ nððℓ�1ÞNþLþ1Þ exp �N�N2λ

4

 !
þ4 exp �2Nθ

� �" #
;

and write the right side of inequality (23) by 1�Q . Six of the nine
parameters used in this paper, which are n;ℓ;N; L; λ and θ, appear
in the quantity Q. The other three parameters are τ; b and δ.

We let τ¼ 10�6 s, i.e., the unit of a timescale where RRF in
every individual neuron (i) occur is 1 μs. Then we let N¼ 103 so
that the very first synaptic delay Nτ is 1 ms. Here we use N¼ 103

to represent a gap between the timescale of μs (microsecond)
where RRF in every individual neuron occur and the timescale of
ms (millisecond) where signals propagate.

Parameters n;ℓ and L appear in Q and nowhere else. To have a
conservative estimate of how 1�Q is close to 1, we let the three
parameters take values as reasonably large as possible: n¼ 1012, a
upper bound of the average number of neurons in the brain;
ℓ¼ 10, a upper bound for the total number of synaptic delays in
the signal propagation (this is equivalent to say that the number of
neurons in any signaling pathway is not greater than 10 which is
true according the anatomy of the brain); and L¼ 105 such that
Lτ¼ 10�1 s, i.e., the length of a signal is 10�1 s.

Parameter b introduced in inequality (15) is used in a bound for
deviations in increments of every individual neuron (i) during the
signal propagation, i.e. ðxðiÞkτ�xðiÞðk�1ÞτÞ�ðE½xðiÞkτ ��E½xðiÞðk�1Þτ�Þ




 


rbτ; i¼
1;…;n and k¼ 1;…; ðℓNþLÞ. Such deviations were observed and
reported by Fatt and Katz (1950): When such deviations accu-
mulate over time in membrane potential of neuron (i) and the
accumulation approaches 1 mV, an unexpected physiological
response by neuron (i) may occur. Based on this, we let b¼ 103 so
that bτ¼ 103 � 10�6 ¼ 10�3 mV. It means that in every 1 μs, the
actual increment ðxðiÞkτ�xðiÞðk�1ÞτÞ always is within ðE½xðiÞkτ��E½xðiÞðk�1Þτ �Þ
7 1 μV. Notice that this includes the case where deviations may
accumulate to approach 1 mV in milliseconds.

Having assigned values to parameters τ;N and b, we can decide
a value for parameter θ as below. Recall that parameter δ repre-
sents a bound of deviations in neuronal membrane potentials
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Fig. 2. (a) As shown by the red curve, Q is near zero for most λA ½0;0:5�. Q dras-
tically increases when λ gets close to 0.5 and reaches about 1017 when λ¼0.5.
(b) For λA ½0;0:48�;Q has a constant upper bound 8:36� 10�5, and the drastic
increase of Q takes place when λ is in ð0:48;0:5�. It shows that the right side of
inequality (23) is 1�8:36� 10�5 for all λA ½0;0:48� (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.).
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tolerable in the signal propagation (see definition of event EðϕÞ).
Parameter θ appears in δ¼ 4bNθτ which is one of the two con-
ditions for inequality (23), and at the same time, θ appears in the
conclusion of inequality (23), i.e. in the estimate of 1�Q for
P EðϕÞ� 	

. Therefore, θ describes a trade-off between the accuracy
characterized by δ¼ 4bNθτ and the reliability characterized by
1�Q . Hence θ can take any value in ð0;1Þ. To have a meaningful
trade-off, we let θ¼0.466 such that δ¼0.100 mV. This assignment
is based on the result by Fatt and Katz (1950), which means that
after the very first synaptic delay Nτ¼ 1 ms, in every 1 μs, an
observed value xðiÞkτðωÞ of membrane potential of neuron (i) should
be within E½xðiÞkτ�70:100 mV. It should be noted that, in general, if
two patterns of the dynamics of membrane potentials of a neuron
agree with each other within 70:100 mV in every 1 μs, then the
two patterns can be treated as the same.

Once values are assigned to parameters τ;N;n;ℓ; L; b;θ and δ as
described above, we consider a relation between Q and λ.

In what follows, by the term “the typical scenario” we mean
that the parameters are taking values as described earlier. In the
typical scenario, the signal propagation is observed at the time-
scale with 1 μs being the unit, and the observation starts in 1 ms
after the signals originate. The values assigned to the nine para-
meters reflect a meaningful trade-off between the accuracy and
the reliability of the signal propagation. In what follows, we use
the typical scenario to numerically describe our results. Mean-
while, we still use the symbols assigned to the nine parameters to
facilitate our analysis. Notice that in the typical scenario, condition
(17), PfEnet

i;k ðϕÞgZ exp �N2λ

4

� �
; λA ½0;0:48�, means that probability

PfEnet
i;k ðϕÞg may take any value between exp �103�2�0:48

4

� �
¼ 4:35�

10�83 and exp �103�2�0

4

� �
¼ 1, i.e., PfEnet

i;k ðϕÞg may be anywhere in

½4:35� 10�83;1�.
The second step is to prove that, in a single trial, for each 1r

irn and each Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ, probability of observing an altered
version of some sequence (21) is at least 1�exp �N�N2λ

4

� �
as long

as PfEnet
i;k ðϕÞgZ exp �N2λ

4

� �
(which means PfEnet

i;k ðϕÞg may be any-

where in ½4:35� 10�83;1� as mentioned above). Take a strictly
increasing sequence of positive numbers, he; e¼ 1;2;…, with
lime-1he ¼ 1

2, and for each he, define

J he
i;kðϕÞ ¼ ωAΩ : min

~ωAEneti;k ðϕÞ
qA ½1; k� : mðiÞ

q ð ~ωÞamðiÞ
q ðωÞ

n o


 


rkhe þ1=2

( )
:

Here qA ½1; k� : mðiÞ
q ðωÞamðiÞ

q ð ~ωÞ
n o


 


 is the number of indices q

from 1 to k where mðiÞ
q ðωÞamðiÞ

q ð ~ωÞ indicate that a sequence (21) is
altered by RRF in neuron (i) in some time intervals ½ðq�1Þτ; qτ�.
Supported by the underlying synaptic connection, any sequence
(21) may physically take place, and hence, so does any altered
version of a sequence (21). By event J he

i;kðϕÞ we consider such an
altered version, which is a result by altering some sequence (21)
such that the number of alterations is not greater than khe þð1=2Þ

and is minimal when all possible alterations on all sequences (21)
are considered. Then, by applying Talagrand's concentration
inequality (Talagrand, 1995), we estimate probability of observing
such an altered version:

P J he
i;kðϕÞ

n o
Z1�exp �k2he �N2λ

4

 !
Z1�exp �N2he �N2λ

4

 !
:

ð24Þ
A proof for inequality (24) is in Appendix B. Define
J i;kðϕÞ ¼⋃1

e ¼ 1J
he
i;kðϕÞ, and let he-1

2 in inequality (24). Thenwe have

P J i;kðϕÞ
� 	

Z1�exp �N�N2λ

4

 !
: ð25Þ
It implies in the typical scenario,

P J i;kðϕÞ
� 	

Z1�exp �N�N2λ

4

 !
Z1�6:137� 10�27: ð26Þ

The second step is crucial. For neuron (i), at time t ¼ kτ the
underlying synaptic connection ensures any sequence (21) to
physically take place; but the insurance comes with probability
that may be as small as 4:35� 10�83 as shown in Fig. 2. How can
the signal propagation proceed? By inequality (26) the signal
propagation can almost surely proceed with an altered version of
some sequence (21).

The third step is to synthesize what was proved in the second step.
Event ⋂n

i ¼ 1⋂
ℓNþL
k ¼ N J i;kðϕÞ states that, in a single trial, for each neuron

ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, at each time t ¼ kτ; k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ, an altered ver-
sion of some sequence (21) is observed. Note that it may well be the
case that for neuron (i), at different times k1τ and k2τ, two observed
altered versions are from two disparate sequences (21), respectively.
But, if each of such two altered versions occurs with high probability
then the two altered versions may both occur in a single trial. Since
events J i;kðϕÞ; i¼ 1;…;n and k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ, are related in regard
to the signal propagation, we use the complementary event
⋂n

i ¼ 1⋂
ℓNþ L
k ¼ N J i;kðϕÞ to estimate P ⋂n

i ¼ 1⋂
ℓNþL
k ¼ N J i;kðϕÞ

� 	
. We have

P ⋂n
i ¼ 1⋂

ℓNþ L
k ¼ N J i;kðϕÞ

n o
rPn

i ¼ 1
PℓNþL

k ¼ N P J i;kðϕÞ
n o

, which together
with inequality (25) yields

P ⋂
n

i ¼ 1
⋂

ℓNþ L

k ¼ N
J i;kðϕÞ

( )
Z1�nððℓ�1ÞNþLþ1Þexp �N�N2λ

4

 !
: ð27Þ

It implies in the typical scenario,

P ⋂
n

i ¼ 1
⋂

ℓNþ L

k ¼ N
J i;kðϕÞ

( )
Z1�6:689� 10�10: ð28Þ

The fourth step is to prove that, in every τ seconds (which is
10�6 s) after the very first synaptic delay N τ (which is 10�3 s),
what may possibly be observed in a single trial so highly con-
centrate that they are close to each other at the timescale with τ
being the unit. For neuron (i), two possibly observed sequences of
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membrane potentials in a single trial are xðiÞkτðω1Þ : k¼
n

N;…; ðℓN
þLÞg and xðiÞkτðω2Þ : k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ

n o
. By Hoeffding's inequality

(Hoeffding, 1963), we have for ω1;ω2AΩ and for θA ð0;1Þ,

P max
1r irn and Nrkr ððℓ�1ÞNþLÞ

j xðiÞkτðω1Þ�xðiÞkτðω2Þj
� �

r2bNθτ
� �

Z1�4nððℓ�1ÞNþLþ1Þexp �2Nθ
� �

: ð29Þ

A proof for inequality (29) is in Appendix C.
The fifth step is to put what were proved from the second to

the fourth step together. Let

GðϕÞ ¼ ωAΩ : ( ~ωA ⋂
n

i ¼ 1
⋂

ℓNþL

k ¼ N
Enet
i;k ðϕÞ

(

max
1r irn and Nrkr ððℓ�1ÞNþ LÞ

jxðiÞkτðωÞ�xðiÞkτð ~ωÞj
� �

r2bNθτ
 ��

:

By inequality (29) we have

P GðϕÞ� 	
Z1�4nððℓ�1ÞNþLþ1Þexp �2Nθ

� �
: ð30Þ

It implies in the typical scenario,

P GðϕÞ� 	
Z1�8:352� 10�5: ð31Þ

For ωA ⋂n
i ¼ 1⋂

ℓNþ L
k ¼ N J i;kðϕÞ

� �
⋂GðϕÞ, a sequence

XkτðωÞ ¼ ðxð1Þkτ ðωÞ…xðiÞkτðωÞ…xðnÞkτ ðωÞÞ : k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

ð32Þ

describes that for each neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, at each time
t ¼ kτ; k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ, an altered version of some sequence (21)
is observed. And at the same time, a sequence (32) is close to a
sequence supported by the underlying synaptic connection, i.e.

Xkτð ~ωÞ ¼ ðxð1Þkτ ð ~ωÞ…xðiÞkτð ~ωÞ…xðnÞkτ ð ~ωÞÞ : k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

;

with ~ωA⋂n
i ¼ 1⋂

ℓNþ L
k ¼ N Enet

i;k ðϕÞ. By definition we have

EðϕÞ+ ⋂
n

i ¼ 1
⋂

ℓNþ L

k ¼ N
Enoise
i;k ðϕÞ+ ⋂

n

i ¼ 1
⋂

ℓNþL

k ¼ N
J i;kðϕÞ

 !
⋂GðϕÞ: ð33Þ

Putting inequalities (27) and (30) and inclusion (33) together, we
complete a proof for inequality (23). And putting inequalities (28)
and (31) and inclusion (33) together, we have that in the typical
scenario,

P EðϕÞ� 	
Z1�nððℓ�1ÞNþLþ1Þ exp �N�N2λ

4

 !
þ4 exp �2Nθ

� �" #

Z1� 6:689� 10�10þ8:352� 10�5
� �

Z1�8:36� 10�5;

ð34Þ
as shown in Fig. 2.

Based on the analysis presented in the above five steps, we
below describe a stochastic mechanism of signal propagation in a
brain structural network. The stochastic mechanism follows the
principle of causality for dynamic systems: For a dynamic system,
when the input is given over a time interval, the output is deter-
mined over the same time interval. Consider a brain structural
network that may contain up to n¼ 1012 neurons. At time marked
as t ¼ 0, signals going to propagate in the brain structural network
originate. The propagation of the signals is over time tA ½0; ðℓNþ
LÞτ� where ðℓNþLÞτ is about 10�1 s. In regard to the signal pro-
pagation, the input consists of the signals and the source that
causes RRF in each individual neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, in the brain
structural network over time tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�. The output–a sto-
chastic process over time tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�–is determined as the
unique strong solution of an SDE (4). The analysis presented in the
above five steps implies such a stochastic process should reflect
the following two characteristics of the signal propagation.
� The underlying synaptic connection is a very flexible framework
that guides signals to propagate but does not guarantee success
of the signal propagation.

� A portion of the energy consumed by RRF in each neuron
ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, is utilized for the signal propagation; especially
with the energy consumed during the very first synaptic delay
N τ–a time delay of 1 ms, RRF in each neuron (i) can cause a
lasting effect, i.e. the alter-and-concentrate effect, on the signal
propagation.

The first characteristic is necessary for the stability of the signal
propagation, i.e., membrane potentials of each individual neuron
should be close to their expectations during the signal propagation
(ref. Section 2.3). Experimental and theoretical studies have shown
that activity in a brain structural network in vivo is generated
through a dynamic balance of excitations and inhibitions received
by each individual neuron in the network; see Shu et al. (2003),
Haider et al. (2006) and references therein. An individual neuron
in a brain structural network is connected by thousands of its
presynaptic neurons, each of which gives the neuron input with
certain randomness. Moreover, no changes in the underlying
synaptic connection of a brain structural network can be made at a
small timescale (of 10�3 s) at which signals propagate in the
network. Hence, the underlying synaptic connection can hardly
keep membrane potentials of each individual neuron close to their
expectations with high probability all the time. Therefore the
underlying synaptic connection needs to be flexible. Using condi-
tion (17) we formulate the flexibility: During the signal propaga-
tion, a period of ðℓNþLÞτ� 10�1 s, the underlying synaptic con-
nection ensures events Enet

i;k ðϕÞ; i¼ 1;…;nandk¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ.
This, as shown in our analysis, means that during the signal pro-
pagation, in every 1 μs the underlying synaptic connection ensures
sequence (21) to take place with a probability that may take any
value in ½4:35� 10�83;1�, and such a probability may vary in every
1 μs, i.e., it may take different values in ½4:35� 10�83;1� from time
to time. Because 4:35� 10�83 is so small, the underlying synaptic
connection merely needs to ensure every neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, to
remain being connected in the network during the signal propa-
gation. To this extent, the underlying synaptic connection is a very
flexible framework that guides signals to propagate but does not
guarantee success of the signal propagation.

The second characteristic answers the question of how the
stability of the signal propagation can establish under a very
flexible framework provided by the underlying synaptic connec-
tion. As shown in our analysis, the very first synaptic delay N τ–a
time delay of 1 ms–is critical. After the time delay, in every 1 μs,
for each neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, membrane potential xðiÞkτðωÞ which
may be observed in a single trial is the sum of a sequence (20) (ref.
expressions (18) and (19)). And, because of the time delay, the
length k of a sequence (20) is large, kZN¼ 103. This makes it
possible for RRF in each neuron (i) to make the alter-and-
concentrate effect. Indeed, as shown by inequalities (25) and
(26), during the signal propagation, in every 1 μs, with probability
not less than 1�6:137� 10�27 membrane potential xðiÞkτðωÞ which
may be observed in a single trial is the sum of such a sequence
(20) that is an altered version of some sequence (21), as long as the
underlying synaptic connection provides a very flexible framework
as described in the previous paragraph. The fact that 1�6:137�
10�27 is so close to 1 gives a basis for the concentration to take
place (ref. inequalities (33) and (34)). This shows that a portion of
the energy consumed by RRF in each neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n, is for
the stability of the signal propagation under a very flexible fra-
mework provided by the underlying synaptic connection. Espe-
cially, with the energy consumed during the very first synaptic
delay N τ–a time delay of 1 ms, RRF in each neuron ðiÞ; i¼ 1;…;n,
can cause the alter-and-concentrate effect which, with probability
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close to 1, forces membrane potentials of neuron (i) to be close
their expectations during the signal propagation.

Thus, inequality (23) quantitatively summarizes a stochastic
mechanism of signal propagation in a brain structural network in a
general setting: The network, the signals to propagate in the
network and the source that causes RRF in every individual neuron
in the network together determine the outcome of the signal
propagation in a single trial which consists of the expectations of
membrane potential of each individual neuron in the network. In
contrast to most human-engineered networks, the underlying
synaptic connection–an analogy of the hard-wiring in a human-
engineered network–is not rigid circuit, rather a very flexible
framework. In such a framework, with the very first synaptic
delay, RRF in each neuron force membrane potentials of each
neuron to be close what determined by the network, the signals to
propagate in the network and the source that causes RRF in every
individual neuron in the network.
4. Discussion

Forces caused by random fluctuations of a classical or a quan-
tum nature are named Casimir forces in the literature. For a
Casimir force to occur, a system must be in a critical state; see
Balibar (2008). In contrast, the force caused by RRF in every
individual neuron in a brain structural network–that may be an
analogue of Casimir force–occurs under general conditions. RRF in
every individual neuron only need to fit a general characterization
in which knowledge of probability distributions of RRF is not
required. In the characterization, independence (12) is a mathe-
matical formulation of the resilience of neuronal membrane, and
inequality (15) follows from the fact that RRF in an individual
neuron always are bounded. RRF in every individual neuron in a
brain structural network are present at a timescale of 10�6 s so
that the alter-and-concentrate effect takes place over all fre-
quencies that may appear in signal propagation in a brain struc-
tural network.

An implication of inequality (23) is that a brain functional
network may occur in a brain structural network which ensures
the occurrence of the brain functional network merely with
probability not greater than 4:35� 10�83. This may provide a
physical basis to explain how the rich functionality can arise from
a relatively fixed structure in the brain, which is one of the most
important open questions in neuroscience (see Park and Friston,
2013).

The energy consumption by the brain may be the physical
evidence for the existence of the force caused by RRF in every
individual neuron. A considerable portion of the energy consumed
by the brain was found for functions unaccounted for (Raichle and
Mintun, 2006), which was termed “the brain's dark energy” by
Raichle (2006). Strong evidence suggested a relation between
disease and the brain's dark energy (Zhang and Raichle, 2010). RRF
in every individual neuron consume energy that appears to be for
functions unaccounted for. By the results of this paper, the energy
consumed by RRF in every individual neuron in a brain structural
network is for signal propagation in the network. The energy
consumed by RRF in individual neurons resides at about 1 MHz in
the energy spectrum of membrane potentials of neurons in the
brain. It appears to be technically challenging to obtain the energy
spectrum. However, analysis of the energy spectrum–a proper
decomposition of the energy spectrum–would reveal character-
istics of RRF in every individual neuron. For such an analysis, ideas
of theorems in Meyer et al. (1999) and methods in Hong et al.
(2014) might be applicable. Results from such an analysis may
potentially have applications in neurology, e.g., to explain
differences in capability of neuronal information processing
among subjects whose brain structural networks are not that
different.

A brain structural network is organized as modules in a hier-
archy with each module being responsible for processing a specific
aspect of information. Integration of these aspects of information
is by coupling synchronized activities in the modules involved in
processing the information (Martin, 2007). According to the free-
energy principle (Friston, 2010), such activities in the modules
may be represented by the expectations of membrane potentials of
neurons in the modules (Friston, 2013). In a time delay of 1 ms
after (external or internal) signals originate, the alter-and-
concentrate effect caused by RRF in every individual neuron in a
brain structural network can almost surely force the membrane
potentials of every neuron in the network to be close to their
expectations for a time period of at least 10�1 s, under a very
flexible framework provided by the underlying synaptic connec-
tion. This suggests that neuronal information processing is carried
out in a very flexible framework rather than a rigid circuit. In our
view, the stochastic dynamics in such a very flexible framework
may be modeled and analyzed by the approach in Stroock (2000),
and obtained results would provide a basis for theoretical models
of neuronal information processing that underlies cognition.
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Appendix A. The stability of signal propagation in repeated
trials

For the same brain structural network and the same signal,
patterns of propagation of the signal in the network never dupli-
cate in repeated trials and yet these patterns can all be reliable;
see Fellous et al. (2004) and references therein. How can these
patterns as different responses to the same signal in the same
brain structural network all be reliable? Let us, without loss of
generality, consider the following case. Over time tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�,
a pattern of success of the signal propagation is observed in a
single trial. Over time tA ½t0; t0þðℓNþLÞτ�, another pattern of
success of the signal propagation is observed in the second single
trial where the signal re-originates at time t ¼ t0. Such two single
trials can be modeled by the same SDE (4), i.e., the same dXt ¼
f ðt;XtÞdtþσðt;XtÞdBt over time tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ� and tA ½t0; t0þ
ðℓNþLÞτ�, respectively. Two Brownian motions respectively model
the source that causes RRF in every individual neuron in the same
brain structural network in the two single trials: Bt ¼ ðBð1Þ

t …
n

BðrÞ
t

…BðαÞ
t Þ : tA ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ�g for the first single trial; and

~Bt ¼ ð ~Bð1Þ
t … ~B

ðrÞ
t … ~B

ðαÞ
t Þ : tA ½t0; t0þðℓNþLÞτ�

n o
for the second

single trial.
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The dimension α of the Brownian motion Bt as well as ~Bt is
huge such that as many as necessary random factors, each of
which is modeled by a 1-dimensional Brownian motion, are taken
into account. In this way, Bt and ~Bt represent random disturbance
in synaptic input to each individual neuron and in converting the
synaptic input to membrane potential of each individual neuron,
over two time intervals ½0; ðℓNþLÞτ� and ½t0; t0þðℓNþLÞτ� respec-
tively. Random factors, e.g., those represent random disturbance in
diffusion of neurotransmitters, in the second single trial may drift
away from their counterparts in the first single trial. Consequently,
we have ~B

ðrÞ
t ¼ BðrÞ

t þhrðtÞ for each 1rrrα, where hrðtÞ describes
how the random factor modeled by ~B

ðrÞ
t in the second single trial

may drift away from its counterpart modeled by BðrÞ
t in the first

single trial. The Brownian motion Bt is with respect to probability
measure P. The Brownian motion ~Bt is with respect to probability
measure Q obtained by a Girsanov transform on P using the drift
terms hrðtÞ; r¼ 1…α. P and Q yield two weak solutions of the
same SDE (4). Thus there are two sets of expectations: for the first
single trial, EP½xðiÞkτ� : k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ; i¼ 1;…;n

n o
, and for the

second single trial, EQ½xðiÞkτ� : k¼N;…; ðℓNþLÞ; i¼ 1;…;n
n o

. Here
EP and EQ specify expectations with respect to probability mea-
sures P and Q, respectively. Because of the drift terms, we have
EP½xðiÞkτ �aEQ½xðiÞkτ� at least for some i and k. By the stability of signal
propagation in a brain structural network in a single trial (which is
proved by results of this paper), two different patterns of success
of the signal propagation are observed. But, to the brain structural
network, the same input, which consists of the same signal and a
Brownian motion that models the source that causes RRF in every
individual neuron in the network, is supplied in the two single
trials. This gives a basis on which different responses to the same
signal in the same brain structural network may be reliable in the
two single trials.

In a view of modeling, by using weak solutions of the same SDE
(4), one can systemically generate infinitely many different pat-
terns of success of the signal propagation as different responses to
the same signals in the same brain structural network.
Appendix B. A proof for inequality (24)

Recall that we denote by ðΩ;F ;PÞ the underlying probability
space of an SDE (5). Now we construct a probability space ðHðiÞðΩÞ;
HðiÞ;μðiÞÞ based on ðΩ;F ;PÞ;1r irn. Denote a vector ðξðiÞ1 …ξðiÞq …
ξðiÞℓNþ LÞARℓNþL by ΞðiÞ. For an event EAF , we define a subset of
RℓNþ L,

HðiÞðEÞ ¼ ΞðiÞARℓNþL : ( ωAE 8 1rqr ðℓNþLÞ ξðiÞq ¼mðiÞ
q ðωÞ

� �n o
;

where mðiÞ
q ðωÞ is the same shorthand notation used in Section 3.1,

i.e.

mðiÞ
q ðωÞ ¼ ðxðiÞqτðωÞ�xðiÞðq�1ÞτðωÞÞ�ðE½xðiÞqτ��E½xðiÞðq�1Þτ�Þ

� �
: ðB:1Þ

We say HðiÞðEÞ is induced by E. Different events in F may induce
the same subset of RℓNþL. We always regard E as the union of all
events that induce the same HðiÞðEÞ. Such a union can be thought
measurable with respect to ðΩ;F ;PÞ, since xðiÞt represents values of
membrane potential of neuron (i) observed in experiments. The
following can be verified: All HðiÞðEÞ form a sub σ-algebraHðiÞ of the
Borel σ-algebra of RℓNþ L; and by using the one-to-one corre-
spondence HðiÞðEÞ2E and letting μðiÞfHðiÞðEÞg ¼PfEg, we have a
probability space ðHðiÞðΩÞ;HðiÞ;μðiÞÞ where

HðiÞðΩÞ ¼ ΞðiÞARℓNþ L : ( ωAΩ 81rqr ðℓNþLÞ ξðiÞq ¼mðiÞ
q ðωÞ

� �n o
:

By independence (12), it can be verified that ðHðiÞðΩÞ;HðiÞ;μðiÞÞ is a
ðℓNþLÞ-dimensional product probability space.

For each 1r irn and each Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ, we have

HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞ ¼ ~Ξ

ðiÞ
AHðiÞðΩÞ : ( ~ωAEnet

i;k ðϕÞ 81rqr ðℓNþLÞ ~ξ
ðiÞ
q ¼mðiÞ

q ð ~ωÞ
� �� �

:

Here we use the notation ~Ξ
ðiÞ ¼ ð ~ξðiÞ

1 … ~ξ
ðiÞ
q … ~ξ

ðiÞ
ℓNþLÞ to indicate that

vector ~Ξ
ðiÞ

is induced by a basic event ~ω in Enet
i;k ðϕÞ. According to

condition (17), we have

μðiÞfHðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞgZP Enet

i;k ðϕÞ
n o

Zexpð�N2λ=4Þ; λA ½0;0:48�:
ðB:2Þ

Recall events J he
i;kðϕÞ are defined as

J he
i;kðϕÞ ¼ ωAΩ : min

~ωAEneti;k ðϕÞ
qA ½1; k� : mðiÞ

q ðωÞamðiÞ
q ð ~ωÞ

n o


 


rkhe þ1=2

( )
;

where he; e¼ 1;2;…, is a strictly increasing sequence of positive
numbers with lim

e-1
he ¼ 1

2. We have

HðiÞðJ he
i;kðϕÞÞ

¼ ΞðiÞAHðiÞðΩÞ : min
~Ξ
ðiÞ
AHðiÞ ðEnet

i;k ðϕÞÞ
qA ½1; k� : ξðiÞq a ~ξ

ðiÞ
q

� �








rkhe þð1=2Þ

8<
:

9=
;:

Denote by dT ðΞðiÞ; HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞÞ Talagrand's convex distance

between ΞðiÞAHðiÞðΩÞ and HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞ, which can be written as

dT ðΞðiÞ; HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞÞ ¼ sup

βARℓNþ L
Δβ ¼ inf

~Ξ
ðiÞ
AHðiÞðEnet

i;k ðϕÞÞ

8<
:

XℓNþL

q ¼ 1

ð βq � IðξðiÞq a ~ξ
ðiÞ
q ÞÞ and

XℓNþL

q ¼ 1

β2
qr1

( )9=
; ðB:3Þ

where β¼ ðβ1…βℓNþLÞ and Ið�Þ is the indicator,

IðξðiÞq a ~ξ
ðiÞ
q Þ ¼ 1 ifξðiÞq a ~ξ

ðiÞ
q

0 otherwise

(
; q¼ 1;…; ðℓNþLÞ;

see, e.g., Steele (1997). As ðHðiÞðΩÞ;HðiÞ;μðiÞÞ is a product probability
space, by Theorem 4.2.1 in Talagrand (1995), often called Tala-
grand's concentration inequality, we have

Z
HðiÞðΩÞ

exp
dT ðΞðiÞ; HðiÞðEnet

i;k ðϕÞÞ
� �2

4

0
B@

1
CAdμðiÞðΞðiÞÞr 1

μðiÞ HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞ

n o;
and consequently for γ40,

μðiÞ dT ðΞðiÞ; HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞÞ4γ

n o
r

exp �γ2

4

� �

μðiÞ HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞ

n o: ðB:4Þ

Proposition 1. For he, we have

μðiÞ HðiÞðJ he
i;kðϕÞÞ

n o
Z1�

exp �k2he

4

 !

μðiÞ HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞ

n o:
Proof. By (B.4), it suffices to show dT ðΞðiÞ; HðiÞðEnet

i;k ðϕÞÞÞ4khe for
ΞðiÞAHðiÞðΩÞ⧹HðiÞðJ he

i;kðϕÞÞ. In (B.3) we take a vector βðΞðiÞÞ in
accordance with ΞðiÞ as follows:

βðΞðiÞÞ ¼ ðβ1ðΞðiÞÞ…βkðΞðiÞÞ…βℓNþ LðΞðiÞÞÞ

with βqðΞðiÞÞ ¼
1ffiffiffi
k

p 1rqrk

0 koqrðℓNþLÞ:

8><
>:
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Since ΞðiÞAHðiÞðΩÞ⧹HðiÞðJ he
i;kðϕÞÞ, we have

ΔβðΞðiÞÞZkhe þεðΞðiÞÞffiffiffi
k

p for someεðΞðiÞÞ40;

which implies dT ðΞðiÞ;HðiÞðEnet
i;k ðϕÞÞÞ4khe . □

J he
i;kðϕÞ is defined by a set of sequences xðiÞkτðωÞ : k¼ 0;…;

n
ðℓNþLÞg, for each of which there is a sequence
xðiÞkτð ~ωÞ : k¼ 0;…; ðℓNþLÞ
n o

; ~ωAEnet
i;k ðϕÞ, such that the two

sequences have some disagreements, i.e. mðiÞ
q ðωÞamðiÞ

q ð ~ωÞ. For any
sequence xðiÞkτðω0Þ : k¼ 0;…; ðℓNþLÞ

n o
that has the same dis-

agreements, i.e. mðiÞ
q ðω0ÞamðiÞ

q ð ~ωÞ, we have ω0AJ he
i;kðϕÞ. Thus, J he

i;kð
ϕÞ is the union of events induce the same event in HðiÞ. Hence we
have

μi HðiÞðJ he
i;kðϕÞÞ

n o
¼P J he

i;kðϕÞ
n o

: ðB:5Þ

Putting (B.2), Proposition 1 and (B.5) together, we complete a
proof for inequality (24).
Appendix C. A proof for inequality (29)

Recall that since the initial network state X0 ¼ ðxð1Þ0 …xðiÞ0 …xðnÞ0 Þ is
deterministic in a single trial, for each 1r irn and each
Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ, we have

ðxðiÞkτðωÞ�E½xðiÞkτ�Þ ¼
Xk
q ¼ 1

ðxðiÞqτðωÞ�xðiÞðq�1ÞτðωÞÞ�ðE½xðiÞqτ�
�

�E½xðiÞðq�1Þτ �Þ
�

almost everyωAΩ: ðC:1Þ

By independence (12) and inequality (15), the right side of (C.1) is
the sum of a sample of k bounded independent random variables,

ðxðiÞqτ�xðiÞðq�1ÞτÞ�ðE½xðiÞqτ��E½xðiÞðq�1Þτ�Þ
� �

; q¼ 1;…; k:

Each of these random variables has zero mean. We use the same
shorthand notation as in (B.1), i.e.

mðiÞ
q ðωÞ ¼ ðxðiÞqτðωÞ�xðiÞðq�1ÞτðωÞÞ�ðE½xðiÞqτ��E½xðiÞðq�1Þτ�Þ

� �
;

1r irn;1rqr ðℓNþLÞ and ωAΩ.
Take ω1;ω2AΩ. Let 1rq1o…oqho…oqprk denote the

indices such that mðiÞ
qh ðω1ÞamðiÞ

qh ðω2Þ;h¼ 1;…; p. We have

xðiÞkτðω1Þ�xðiÞkτðω2Þ



 


r Xp

h ¼ 1

mðiÞ
qh ðω1Þ












þ

Xp
h ¼ 1

mðiÞ
qh ðω2Þ












: ðC:2Þ

On the right side of (C.2),
Pp

h ¼ 1 m
ðiÞ
qh ðω1Þ as well as

Pp
h ¼ 1 m

ðiÞ
qh ðω2Þ

is the sum of a sample of p bounded independent random vari-
ables, mðiÞ

qh ;h¼ 1;…; p, each of which has zero mean. Using the
parameter θ, we consider two cases as below. Notice that kZN4
Nθ since θAð0;1Þ.

Case 1. 1rprNθ . By inequality (15), we have for almost every
ωAΩ,

Xp
h ¼ 1

mðiÞ
qh ðωjÞ












rNθb1τ; j¼ 1;2: ðC:3Þ

Case 2. Nθoprk. By independence (12) and inequality (15), we
apply Hoeffding's inequality (Hoeffding, 1963), which yields for
any ε40,

P
Xp
h ¼ 1

mðiÞ
qh ðωjÞ












rε

( )
Z1�2 exp � 2ε2

pb21τ2

 !
41�2 exp � 2ε2

Nθb21τ2

 !
; j¼ 1;2:

Then, letting ε¼ b1N
θτ we have

P
Xp
h ¼ 1

mðiÞ
qh ðωjÞ












rb1N

θτ

( )
41�2 exp �2Nθ

� �
; j¼ 1;2: ðC:4Þ

Putting (C.2)–(C.4) together, we have

Proposition 2. For ω1;ω2AΩ and for each 1r irn and each
Nrkr ðℓNþLÞ,

P xðiÞkτðω1Þ�xðiÞkτðω2Þ



 


r2b1N

θτ
n o

41�4 exp �2Nθ
� �

:□

As a consequence, we have

Corollary 1. For ω1;ω2AΩ,

P max
1r irn and Nrkr ððℓ�1ÞNþLÞ

jxðiÞkτðω1Þ�xðiÞkτðω2Þj
� �

r2b1N
θτ

� �

Z1�nððℓ�1ÞNþLþ1Þ4 exp �2Nθ
� �

:□

This proves inequality (29).
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